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VISION ENGRAVING SYSTEMS ANNOUNCES ADA ASSISTANT 
SOFTWARE 
Vision Engraving Systems (Phoenix, AZ) announces their new ADA Assistant software, which 
makes the creation of ADA-compliant signage faster and easier. This software package, which 
works directly with the company’s Vision Pro software, helps the user ensure that all Braille and text 
used comply with federal standards. 
 
This new software package offers several important features for ADA sign-making. First, the 
software scans all true-type fonts in the user’s computer and recommends which ones meet the 
height and width ratio requirements necessary. It also automatically places Braille text with correct 
spacing, and recommends auto-sizing of text for overhead signs based on viewing distance. In 
addition, the software includes all standard pictorial symbols used with ADA signage, and provides 
the user with an auto-alert notification for any non-compliant signs, showing what areas need 
correction. For more information, please contact the Vision sales office at (888) 637-1737 or visit 
online at www.visionengravers.com. 
 

 

About Vision Engraving Systems: VISION ENGRAVING SYSTEMS manufactures a complete line 
of computerized engraving and routing systems. With over 25 years in business, Vision has 
established a reputation for the highest quality engraving products. Proudly made in the USA, 
Vision’s product line offers a wide range of rotary systems that will suit most any marking 
application. Vision Systems are used worldwide in industries such as trophies and awards, sign-
making, advertising-specialties, corporate identification and promotion, die and plate making, 
personalized gifts and jewelry, product and parts marking, and many others. The Vision product line 
includes a variety of machines for a range of budgets and applications for business, from small-
format and specialty engravers to large-format, heavy-duty engravers and routers. Vision’s rotary 
systems include the company’s own state-of-the-art electronics, which ensure efficiency and 
accuracy.  Vision also manufactures an extensive line of engraving fixtures, clamps, and other work-
holding devices that help engrave more effectively and efficiently. 
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